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An intensive three-dimensional survey of the Antarctic Polar Front was made in the Drake Passage in
March 1976. The front, v.hich was imbedded .,.,ithin one of the high-velocity cores of the cin.:umpolar
currcnt, is vicwed as a water mass boundary dcmarking the northern extent of near-surfacc antan.:ti~.:
watcrs. Within the front, water masses are observed to intrude, one above the other, with chara.:teristic
vertical scales of 50-100 m. The intrusions are horiwntally anisotropic. bcing elongatcd in thc alongstream direction and constrained primarily to the upper HOO m of the front. The spatial and temporal
persistence of the variability is examined through thc analysis of continuous vcrtical prolilcs of horizontal
velodty, temperature, salinity, and oxygen with discrete sampling of nutricnts. Analysis of thc vclocity
data showed the mean current flowing to the NN E with spccds of the order of 30-40 cm s- 1 in the uppcr
600 m, with temporal variability over a 28-hour 'yo-yo' due primarily to intcrnal gravity wavcs. Thc
thermohaline variability was not internal'wave induced but rather was associated with nearly iscntropic
advection of different water masses across the front. Cold fresh and warm salty intrusions did not
conscrve potential density, hO\~ever, and doublc-di!Tusive transfers are strongly suggcstcd as being crucial
to an understanding of the dynamics of the Intrusions. Applying a modcl (Joyce, 1977) for lateral mixing
we estimatc poleward tcmperature and salinity tluxes duc to interlca\·ing of O.OH6°C cm s- 1 and 0.069"oo
cm s- 1 , respectively. lf these values are typical, intcrleaving could play a signiflcant rolc in large-scalc
balance of sah and, to a lt:sser extcnt, heut for the Southern Ocean.

data by a desire to relate the observations to the dynamics of
different scales of motion ranging from T/S microstructure to
At a recent symposium on oceanic fronts the definition of lateral mix.ing and the Antarctic Circumpolar Current
what constituted a front, though gingerly avoided, inevitably (AACC). First a brief review will be made of the large-scalt:
emergcd to hold the attention ofthe conferees. This question is context in which our measurements were made.
of relevance to the Antarctic Polar Front, as several difTering
The Drake Passageis the narrowest constriction (SOO km),
definitions are in the Iiterature [c.f., Gordon, 1971], and the in the sense of continentalland barriers, to the AACC. Within
ex.pectation isthat more may come. The operational definition this narrow confine a broad variety of water masses can be
used in this paper follows that of Botnikov [1963], who used
found. Some recent Isos measurements from the passage and
the northern ex.tent of the 2°C isotherm at depths of between weslern Scotia Sea have been presented (Nowlin et al., 1977,
100 and 300 m. In winter this isotherm intersects the free
Gordon et al., 1977] und il\ustrate that water masses occur in
surface near the 'front,' while in summer the near·surface zones aligned parallel to the AACC. Furthermore, the boundwaters are warmed, lcaving a subsurface minimum temper- aries between these zones (according to the first reference
ature (Tm 1n) layer with temperatures of :s;2°C.
above) are associated with rapid increases in the slopes of
In March/April 1976 the R. V. Thompson (Universily or constant potential density surfaces and hence geostrophic
Washington) and the AGS Yelcho (Chilean Navy) were oper- shear. With reference to the Figures I and 2 we will discuss a
ating in the Drake Passage as part of a program of Inter· cross·passage hydrographic section of temperature, salinity,
national Southern Occan Studies (lsos). All field work, of potential density, und ox.ygen which was collected from the
which ours was a part, is summarized elsewhere [Nowlin et a/.,
Thompson between February 26 and March 3, 1976. Ex.cept for
1976; Joyce, 1976a; Patterson and Sievers, 1976]. We will Figure 2c these sections have not been published and have
present results from a three·dimensional survey designed to been generously given to us by Worth Nowlin. The station
map synoptically the interleaving water masses within the spacing (Figure I) for the section is nominally 45 km.
polar front and an analysis of repeated profiles within the front
The polar rronl (rollowing Botnikov [1963]) lies between
taken to study the spatial and temporal persistence of the stations 38 and 40 from Figure 2a. Southward, the upper
variability. The primary instruments used were a Woods Hole waters are colder and more ox.ygenated than waters to the
Oceanographic Institution (W .H.O.I.)/Brown conductivity,
north. In this section and others reported by Nowlin et a/.
temperature, depth (CTD) profller with a Beckman dissolved [ 1977] the frontlike feature in potential density in the center
ox.ygen monitor and a profiling current meter (PCM) of the
passage (Figure 2c) is coincident with the polar front, thus
Aanderaa type which guided, as it slowly sank, on the CTD giving further impetus for using the Botnikov definition. Other
conducting cable. We will be directed in our analysis of the density steps near stations 30 and 4S can be associated \\'ith the
subantarctic front and the Wedeii-Scotia confluence [Gordon,
Copyright © 1978 by the Amcrican Gcophysical Union.
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Summary oflcgs I and II stations from thc R. V. Thompson during FDRAKE 76. Water dcpth is in kilomcters. A
hydrographic scction from Stations 26-49 will be shown in Figure 2.

1967]. rcspectively, and show thc bandcd nature of thc AACC.
Givcn thrce fronts, there are four zoncs; the polar front zone,
betwecn stations 32 and 38, is charactcrized by intcrkaving
water masses and !arge lateral changes in the T/S structurc.
Our small·scalc survey was set, phenomenologica\ly, within
thc southcrn end of this zone whcre it abuts thc Tm!n water to
thc south. We hope to establish that the proccss ofintcrleaving
is a natural rcsult of !arge lateral T/S changcs and that the
polar front zonc is a region of mixing bctween antarctic and
subantarctic waters. The absence of interleaving within other
zones mcrely attests to their relative uniformity in lateral watcr
mass structure.
On the leg following the hydrographic section above, our
small~scale survey was carried out. Between March 10 and
March 24 a ]arge mcander in the polar front was obscrved to
grow and eventually pinch off bctween March 28 and March
30 into a cyclonic ring of antarctic waters [Joyce and Parterson,
1977]. This cyclogencsis closely fo1iows our survey described in
the next section and Ieads us to \\londer about the structure or

existence of a tranquil polar front, if such a thing exists.
Following the spatial survey we will prescnt results from a
two·inertial period (T 1 - 14 hours) time series of CTD and
PCM profiles. Our discussion then attcmpts to explore the
dynamical significance of our rcsults.
SPATIAL SURVEY

Between March 21 and March 23, CTD stations 25-43 were
taken over a 52·hour period at locations shown in Figure 3.
The mcandering of the polar front as infcrred from XBTs and
reported by Joyce and Patterson is indicated by codcd lincs in
the tigure. Stations 25-39 comprise a section normal to the
local front orientation, while stations 40-43 are nearly parallel
to the front. Since the ship tracks in the region were quite
dense and previous topographic charts led us to bclieve that
the bottomwas Hat, we have included a chart (Figure 4) ofthe
local bathymetry, the most significant feature of which is a
new·ly discovered seamount rising about 1000 m above the
surrounding occan floor. The distance between stations 25 and
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Summary oflcgs I and II stations from thc R. V. Thompson during FDRAKE 76. Water dcpth is in ki!omcters. A
hydrographic scction from Stations 26-49 will be shown in Figure 2.

1967]. rcspectively, and show thc bandcd nature of thc AACC.
Givcn thrce fronts, there are four zoncs; the polar front zone,
betwecn stations 32 and 38, is charactcrized by intcrkaving
water masses and !arge lateral changes in the T/S structurc.

Our small·scalc survey was set, phenomenologica\ly, within
thc southcrn end of this zone where it abuts thc Tm 1n water to
thc south. We hope to establish that the proccss ofintcrleaving
is a natural rcsult of !arge lateral T/S changcs and that the
polar front zonc is a region of mixing bctween antarctic and
subantJrctic waters. The absence of interleaving within other
zones mcrely attests to their relative uniformity in lateral watcr
mass structure.
On the leg following the hydrographic section above, our
small~scale survey was carried out. Between March 10 and
March 24 a \arge mcander in the polar front was obscrved to
grow and eventually pinch off bctween March 28 and March
30 into a cyclonic ring of ant:uctic waters [Joyce and Parterson,
1977]. This cyclogencsis closely follows our survey described in
the next section and Ieads us to \\londer about the structure or

existence of a tranquil polar front, if such a thing exists.
Following the spatial survey we will prescnt results from a
two·inertial period (T 1 - 14 hours) time series of CTD and
PCM profiles. Our discussion then attcmpts to explore the
dynamical significance of our rcsults.
SPATIAL SURVEY

Between March 21 and March 23, CTD stations 25-43 were
taken over a 52·hour period at locations shown in Figure 3.
The mcandering of the polar front as infcrrcd from XBTs and
reported by Joyce and Patterson is indicated by codcd lincs in
the tigure. Stations 25-39 comprise a section normal to the
local front orientation, while stations 40-43 are nearly parallel
to the front. Since the ship tracks in the region were quite
dense and previous topographic charts led us to bclieve that
the bottomwas Hat, we have included a chart (Figure 4) ofthe
loca\ bathymetry, the most significant feature of which is a
new·Jy discovered seamount rising about 1000 m above the
surrounding occan floor. The distance between stations 25 and
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Contoured data from the cross-passage section du ring FDRAKE 76. (a) Temperature, (b) salinity, and (c) potential density relative to 0, 2000, and 4000 dbar, and (d) dissolved oxygen, in mil!iliters per Iiter.

39, approximately 70 km, though small, spans !arge differences
in water masses. Selected stations from the survey have been
plotted on a 8/S diagram (Figure 5). Because the oxygen probe
could not be used safely below 3000 dbar, this was the maximum working depth for all Stations (later sections have had
only the upper 1500 dbar contoured). (The oxygen probe, with
a 15-s time constant, needed to be lag corrected in a manner
similar to but moreextensive than the temperature probe [see
Fofono.lf et a/., 1974]. This process tends to enhance noise in
the 0 2 , the Ievel of which is obvious from the deep water in

Figure 6.) By our definition, stations 25 and 26 in Figure 5 are
poleward of the front, while the others are equatorward
Though stations 25 and 26 are separated by only 6 km, a
surprising number of the fluctuations do not extend even this
distance. The contorted feature on station 25 near 0 = 1.5°C, S
= 34.07'Yoo consisting of numerous loops in the 0/S diagram
does not appear at all on station 26. The intrusion of cold fresh
water near 0 = 1.5°C, S = 34.200ko is traceable between these
two stations but does not extend across the entire section.
These features are consistent with the earlier large-scale sec-
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Fig. 3. CTD stations from leg 111, dcnoted by dots, and time series site location, denoted by circled dot, for CTD
stations 7-24. Also shown is polar front \ocation from Joyce and Patter.wn [1977} for the time periods March 16, 0000, to
March 20, 2359 (solid curve), March 21,0000, to March 26, 2359 (dashed curve), and March 27,0000, to March 30, 2359
(dottcd curve).

tion near the polar front. The gross trend is for stations south
of thc fronttobe colder, fresher, and more oxygenated than
those north of the front at the same density. The vertical
variability, called interleaving or intrusions, is evident in Figure 6. Intrusions ofwarm, salty, low 0 2 waters are interspersed
with cold, frcsh, high 0 2 waters of a more southerly origin.
Below 800 dbar, most ofthe interleaving disappears. The !arge
multiple inversions of T, S, and 0 2 are absent from u 1 , which
except for small regions is largely monotonic, increasing with
depth. This fact has given rise to the phrase 'density compensating' for these intrusions [Gordon et al., 1977], a term we will
carefully examine later. Although the interleaving T, S, and 0 2
layers appear correlated, in the following sections the contoured ticlds appcar visually different. This is because the
variability is imbedded within a s\owly changing component
which behaves dilferently for each variable. The temperature
(refer to Figure 6 for the fol\owing), after decreasing bclow
2°C, increascs to a maximum near 750 dbar and then dccreases
monotonically with depth .. The salinity gradual\y increases to a
maximum value of 34.72'Yoo at 2400 dbar and then decreases,
v.hile the dissolved oxygen decreases to a minimum value near
4.00 ml/1 at 1200 dbar and thereafter increases. All of these

larger-scale trends are in general agreement with the discrete
sample data at the polar front in Figure 2 andin the appendix,
which contains the discrete nutrient and oxygen data from our
close-spaccd survey. Our continuous, small-scale survey has
permitted us to include a different, smaller scale of variability
in the front, that of the interleaving waters.
In Figure 7 a section perpendicular to the front (stations 2539) appears in the right column, while that parallel to the front
appears on the left. Note that the comrnon station for each is
station 31, which was chosen over station 30 (refer to Figure 3)
because it made the parallel section more 'mappable' on the
average. Obviously, with surface currents of 30 cm/s (these
will be presented later) and a rapidly evolving front, even a 2day survey cannot hope to be truly synoptic, especial\y for
these scales. The temperature section shows the cold single
T m!n layer of Stations 25-27 Splitting into at least two large
layers separated by a warm wedge at 500 dbar. These )arge
layers cannot be followed for any distance greater than about
10 km (across the front). Along the front, however,layers are
more extensive. The cold layer of water <2.5°C centered at
700 dbar is traceable frorn stations 43 to 40 and is being
fractured by a warmer intrusion. The thin cold layer at 400
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dbar extending from stations 41 to 42 does not in fact appear
distinct in station 31, which contains only one thicker cold
layer. We have shown this thin layer to be continuous across
station 31 and have invoked artistic license here, the rationale
being that stations 31 and 41 were separated in time by 29
hours and are therefore not synoptic. In every other case we
have included station 31 in the along-front section. We will
postpone untillater further discussion of the spatial and temporal persistence of the intrusions.
Above 500 dbar in the cross-front section the salinity decreases southward, while deeper the reverse is true. Along a
density surface, however, the salinity, with minor exceptions,
decreases southward at all depths shown. At the northern side
of the section, stations 37-39 have a weak salinity minimum
(Smtn) layer which has been dashed in as the 34.15o/O(I isoline.
This Feature persisted throughout the time series and may be a
shallow manifestation of antarctic intermediate water
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(AA!W). This feature has been identified by Gordon et al. as a
'nearly isohaline layer.'
Between stations 27 and 37 the flt surfaces ~27.2 slope
uniformly poleward with a slope magnitude of about 0.7 X
lQ- 2 radians. This is very close to the s\ope at the polar front
from Figure 2 and indicates to us that the large-scale section of
Figure 2 was normal to the front and that based on either the
subsurface temperature or the density fields the 'front' appears
to be at least 20 km wide.
The dissolved oxygen field is highly convoluted where the
Tmtn layer erodes with the previously mentioned warm intrusion at 500 dbar, being visible in the cross-front 0 2 section as
the intruding 6.0- to 6.5-ml/1 layer extending poleward from
station 30. As in Figure 2d, the deep (02 )m 1n layer slopes
upward toward the pole with a thick low-oxygen intrusion of
circumpolar deep water of probable Pacific origin visible near
\400 dbar at stations 38-39. The process of interleaving in the
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changed. Wc note that a spcctral gap between mesosca\e and
intcrnal ''avc tluctuations is ob~crYcd in mid-latitude moored
currcnt meter data [Fofonojfand Webster, 1971] at periods of
2-5Tn the local inertial period T1 for our area being 14 hours.
Thus there is somc rationale for thinking that the means
reprcsent a snapshot of thc lo\v-frcqucncy scales of motion;
this qucstion can be bettcr addrt:s~ed by the lsos moorcd
current metcr data fmm thc polar front.
FM further reference the variability will bc studicd in "·ertica\ w.avc numbcr space, the time mean being subtracted at
cach prcssure.

~

~

(I)
2

so-

Thc cross spcctrum 1' 11 betwet:n variablcs, i, j. can be written
(2)

2 00-

w. hcrc the angle brackets represcnt <t piece or ensemble average
and O(K- K') is a Kronecker dclta function. Fo\lo,vingJenkins
and Watts [ 1969] the cospcctrum Cu. quadspectrum QIJ, cohercncc Rl). and phasc f/; 11 are re\ated to thc cross spcctrum by

I SC-

':x-

(3)

SALINITY {%.,/

Fig. 5.

A potcnti:1l tempcrature-salinity diagram for stations 25. :26,
J I, and 39.

decp water is most ckarly revealed by 0 2 bccause substantial
changes in disso\ved oxygcn content occur a\ong a constant
density surface at these depths.
The utility of the tcchnique of iscntropic analysis, lirst ap·
plicd to the ocean by Montgomery [193X], will bc employcd
latcr to study, among other things, the slope of intrusions
relative to potential density surfact:s. Though additional n:sults are suggcsted in Figure 7, we v.i!l turn to a time scrics of
17 CTD and 12 PCJ\.1 proflies for funher study of intcrkaving.
Bcfore departing from the spatial survey. the readcr may wish
to take note of the sections drawn from discrete nutricnt and
OX)gen sampleS, which wcre collectcd with a rosette system
and are describcd in the appendix.
Ti\IE SERIL:S

For a 29-hour period betwecn March 18 and March 20 a
single gcographical location (57°25'S, 6-1. 0 37'\\') was maintained while 12 PCJ\.1 and 17 CTD stationproflies w.erc made.
Our positioning was relative to a radar transpander on a
moorcd surface refercnce buoy. ln fact, two such buoys wcre
used for navigation in thc spatial survey of the previous section; dctails can be found in the work of Joyce er a/. [1976}.
Bccausc the AACC current was steady to thc N.'\E (as we will
soon sec), the time serics refercncc buoy, as infcrrcd from
satc!lite 1\xes, had a w.atch circle of only 0.5 km. Consequently,
we bclicve our station kecping has an absolute accuracy of lcss
than I km.
Bccause of instrumcnt constraints the PC~1 proliled to 600
dbar, "hile thc CTD profiled to 1000 dbar for this phase. We
will discuss the results from thc l\\0 instruments separately for
now, leaving a synthcsis for later. For both instruments we
begin by presenting the time mean followcd by an analysis of
the lluctuations. The Iutter w.ill bc statistical in nature, and we
will assumc stationarity, though in thc second half of the
period the variability may have been grcatcr, and the vcrtical
symmetry properlies of the internal wave lield may have

w herc P11 is the power spectrum of v;J.riable i. We will use two
definitions of the cohcrt:nce R0 , namdy.
IRI}

=

[IC/1 +

(Q,/>t~/[Ptt'Pjj] 112

2Ru

=

[1Cj)2 +

<QIJl~]~·z/[Pif.

PJJ]I'2

(4)

The secund is thc stand;J.rd one, \\ hilc the first Js used to
circumvcnt phase aliasing in our rcpcated profilcs due to vertical advection of the variability by intcrnal \\an:~.

PCAI Time Serin
In TableI we prescnt the station inventory and observation
timcs relative to the heginning of the combined CTD/PCM
time series. The sampling interval \\·as 2.5 hours ± 35 min
exccpt for thc last CTD scries (stations 19-1 to 19-5), which
were about 20 min apart. All PC~I data have heen interpo\ated into a uniform pressurc series with 8-dbar increments
by using a three-point parabolic algorithm. Nominally, they
start at the 9-dbar pressure Ievei, althnugh the uppermost
currcnt rccords are of !ow quality hecause of thc magnetic
inAucncc of the ship"s body and surLice wave disturbances.
For convenience in presentation. various coordinate
transformations and Separations of thc original depth and timerlependent PC:\.1 vector yr; havc bet:n pcrformcd. The stereoperspcctivc 'stick' diagram in Figurc g shows the enscmblcaveraged vertica! profile (yr;/ in gcngraphical coordinates.

V"(z, 1)

L'"(z, f)
[ V"(z, 1)

(V")~,\ ~V" ~

J

[ east (z)
north (z)

(5)

J

Thc surface vector has bcen calculatcd from the ship drift,
which w.as monitared by the previously mentioned navigationa! buoys. The ship drift during a singlc \owcring was
steady, assuring us that thc measurcd variability is real, not
induced by a fluctuating coordinatc system. Details can be
found in the work of Joyce e/ a/. [1976].
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The profile represents the mean structure of the upper
AACC over two inertial periods. It is obvious that the 'rnean'
current points toward the NNE and that the speed over !arge
portians of the profile is fairly depth independent. Below the
seasonal pycnocline the shear values of the averaged com~
ponents are relatively small (I · I0- 4 s- 1 for the east, -5 · IQ- 4
s- 1 for the north).
In a secend step we have rotated the coordinate systern,
obtaining a front parallel U 11 (z, t) and a front normal V1.(z, t)
set of cornponents. The rotationangle (+73° from the east)
was deterrnined by requiring the averaged cross~frontal corn~
ponent in the interleaving range (p > 249 dbar) to vanish (Vq
= 0). Thus

V'"=

[u"V, J [u,V,++
=

V(z) + U(1) + U'(z, 1)
V(z) + V( I)+ V'(z, 1)

J

(6)

The averaged speed of the AACC U, in the depth range
covered by our PCM observations yielded 36.1 cm/s. This
value is directly comparable with the findings ofVoorhis, who,
using neutrully buoyant floats, obtained a 3-day average at
410-m depth of 37.0 cm/s toward the NNE as weil (Joyce er
al.. 1976].

A comparison of the (V, V1 ) coordinates \\ith the geographical direction of our CTD section shows that crossfrontal direction for the CTD series differed by only 19°.
Taking the criterion Vq = 0 as a reference, this small difference
in direction may explain the slight tilt of the front parallel
sections given in Figure 7 and Figure A2 on the left side.
Orientation of the CTD !!ection was determined from earlier
XBT crossings of the front. In view of the cyclogenesis aceurring (Figure 3), the agreement between the two methods is
remarkable. Also the shear O(z) closely matches that calculated geostrophically (1.5 X JQ- 4 s- 1 ) from the horizontal
density slope mentioned earlier.
The current Huctuations V' and V' have been separated
from their vertical means (J and V All data are shown in
comprehensive form in Figure 9. The highest shear values (10- 2
s- 1 ) in both components appear in the mixed layer area. Because of the above-mentioned near-surface problern with the
PCM they have been neglected for further. analysis. More
typical shear values, appearing in individual profiles, are ofthe
order of J0- 2 · 0-JO-u s-1.
While the averaged data showed c\ear barotropic behavior,
we find indications of baroc\inicity in the isotachs of the fluc:
tuations du ring the secend half of our observation period. The
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Sections of tcmperature, salinity, rr 1 , and oxygen from the closc-spaced CTD section pcrpcndicular to (right
column) and pamllel to (lcft column) the polar front.

present data series, however, is too short toseparate the semi-

diurnal tide and inertial oscillations, although both of thcse
low internal wave frequencies are c\early dominant in the time
series. Closer examination of Figure 9 will disclose the counterclockwise turning of the current vector with time which is
characteristic of near-inertial oscillations.
The 12 fluctuation profiles U' and V' have bcen divided into
three overlapping pieces and spectral anal)'lcd in wave number
space for the pressure intervals 105 and 561 dbar, i.e., bcneath

TABLE I.

Elapsed Time Betv.cen PCM Profiles

Profile

Timet- 10 , hours

3

initialCUTtime t 0 : March 1976, 2125

4

3.0

5

5.2

6
8
9

10.9

10

15.6

7~

I 3.0

II

17.8

12
I3
14
I5

20.1
22. I
23.9
26.4

the critical edge of the thermoclinc. Because of the restricted
number of available PCM data, only onc interval covering 456
dbar was chosen in favor ofhigher statistical significance. This
is in centrast to the CTD data presented in the next section,
which a\lowed a more detailed analysis. The ensemble and
picce-averaged spectral components PeP and Pvv are depicted
in Figure 10. (Henceforth we skip the primes in the superscripts.) They both represent red spectra and show no significant diiTerences in their slopes (- 2.4) and cnergy Ievels. The
slight change in slopes seen ncar J0- 2 cP dbar is probably
caused by an artificial cffect of the applied Hanning filter.
Because of the obvious isotropy of horizontal current fluctuations a further decomposition was madc to Iook for vertical
propagation of intcrnal-inertial wave energy through the inspcctcd water column. Spectra were cakulated for the same
data set as that used for Figure 10 after a decomposition in
terms of'clockwise' (CW) and 'anticlockwise' (ACW) velocity
fluctuations with increasing pressure. \Ve note that in both
spectra the total horizontal kinetic cnergy must be the same,
since this quantity is invariant under coordinate rotation. Pcw
and PAcw are comparable in their Ievels at a\1 wave numbers.
Following Leaman and Sanforcfs [1975] PCM analysis from
Mode, this result is indicative ofzero net vertical energy propagation during the total Observation pcriod. The spectral components were also inspected for shorter-time ensemble aver-
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Fig. 8. A per~pective diagram of the time mean horizontal velocity
versus pr~~~urc at the site of thc combined CTD-PCM time serics.

ages, showing Pcw < PAcw at low wave numbers during the
first half of the combined CTD/PCM time scries. The data
base, however, is far too short to conclude from this asymmetry a dowmvard-directed energy flux as was found by Learnan
and Sanford for the deep Sargasso Sea. The differcnce more
likely indicatcs nonstationarity in our time series.
The temporal pcrsistence of the horizontal current fluctuations has hcen studied by calculating 'dropped-lagged rotary
coherencc' (OLRC). The vertical wave number spcctrum was
divided into two bands (band 1: 100-300 dbar, band 2:30-100
dbar). To improvc statistical significance, only time lags
smaller than 16 hours were used, so that the cross spectra
includc at least four estimates perlag and wave number band.
Confidcncc Iimits were calculated undcr the assumption that
each cross spcctrurn within the same 2-hour time lag bin was
independcnt.
Phase anglcs were plotted in Figure II only when they were
connected with a significant coherence. ln general, the DLRC
shows low coherence in both wave number bands. The decrease in cohercnce at small time lags is consistent with the
temperature DLC analysis. The PCM data show a significant
rise in coherence at 8 ± I hours, or roughly one-half an inertial
period. Concurrcnt with this high coherence, the phase is near
180".
It appears. then. that the fiuctuations of the horizontal
velocity can bc ascribed to internal waves. Formal consistency
checks (especially in polar coordinates) are involved and are
beyond thc scope of this paper.

CT D Time Series
In Table 2 we Iist the stations used and the Observation time
relative to the beginning ofthe CTD time series. The sampling
interval was nominally 2.5 hours except for the last series
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(CTD station 19, lowerings 1-5), which were about 20 min
apart. In ordcr not to temporally bias our means, the last fl.vC:
profiles were not included in this c3.lculation. The time means
(Figure 12), sho"'n as the heavy lines, are much smoother than
any one of the instantancous profilcs (station 8 has been
plotted on the same figure). At the location of this series near
the northern end of our spatial survey (Figure 3 ), the only
remnant of the Tmln layer is visible at a pressure of 650 dbar in
Figure 12. The weak salinity minimum at the northcrn end of
the section in Figure 7 appears to be a 'nearly isohaline' laycr
in Figure 12 between 150 and 350m with a salinity of 34.15°01).
This feature and its relationship to AAIW will be discussed
later. The mean buoyancy frequency, below the la)'er of seasonal influence, is remarkably constant and nearly a 'theoretician's dream.' Note that the 2.5-hour sampling interval can
be badly aliased by vcrtical displacements of ncar-buoyancy
frequcncy interna\ waves. The difference between the mean
and instantancous proflies at pressures exceeding 100 dbar is
due to sorne lateral structure in thc T/S field; the fresh, cold
layer at 360 dbar has a temperature lower than any in the
'mean' water column. The fluctuations of temperature and
salinity about these mean values were obtained by subtracting
each instantaneous profile from the means shown, in a manner
similar tothat used for the horizontal velocities. Two 300-dbar
pressure intervals were selected centered on 400 and 700 dbar,
as it appeared that the fluctuations were not homogeneaus
with pressure, being !arger in the shallower interval. The mean
temperaturc and salinity spectra for both segments for all
proflies (Figure 13) have the following characteristics:
I. Prr. Pss are red, PTT having a !arger slope than P.~s.
2. 8oth spectra have a significant energy-containing peak
at 100-dbar wavelength.
3. The 250- to 550-dbar intcrval is morc energetic than the
550- to 850-dbar one.
4. The flattening of al! spectra at high wave numbers is
consistent with a temperature noise Ievei of 0.9 m°C, which
after lag correction and use in the conductivity to salinity
algorithm has contaminated the salinity measurement. Tem~
perature noise is much more apparent in P ... s than in PTT.
This last point, together with the first one, will be of some
relevance in the next section when we will be looking at spectra
of temperature and salinity gradients as inferred from Figurc
13.
The temporal persistence of the interleaving ternperature
fluctuations will be studied by calculating 'dropped lagged
coherence' (DLC) for di!Terent wave number bands, in a manner similar tothat used for the horizontal currents. In centrast
to the currents, we will make these calculations at both constant pressure and constant potential density surfaces. The
bands chosen have wavelength bands (in dccibars) given by
band I (I 00-300). band 2 ( 30-75 ). and band J (I 0-27 ). These
contain most of the temperature variance. Salinity persistence
was not treated because of thc high coherence of salinity with
temperature. For both we will use the coherence estimator 2Rfj
= [<C11 ) 2 + (Q/J) 2 ] 1 ' 2 /(P 11 P 1,]" 2 • The two results appear in Figure 14.
The DLC calculated in pressure spacc in Figure 14 shows
that cxcept for lags of I hour. bands I and 2 (and also 3) are
incohercnt. Only the firstband is coherent at a lag of I hour.
This is in agreement with Georgi [1978], who has analyzed
rapidly sampled (..lr ..... 5 min) XBT proflies from this cruise
and STD data from an earlier cruise. ln cantrast to the previously discussed PCM data and Georgi [1978], we find only
marginally significant DLC at half-inertial period time lag at
the 10% significance Ievel.
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Fig. 9. Refer to (6) in tcxt for current decomposition. In Figures 9a and 9b we show the temporally varying currents Ü
+ V' and f' + V', respectively. In Figures 9c and 9d appear proflies of U', V'. On the far right of Figures9c and 9d the mean
spatial variations about the depth-averaged means Uq, V0 (i.e., 0, l?) are given. Note that by definition. V0 = 0.

When the averaging of C0 , Q11 was done, it was noted that
although individual station pairs with the same time lag had
high coherences, the phases differed greatly. Thus when the
mean cross spectrum was computed, the individual coherence
vectors tended to cancel, leaving a small average coherence
estimate. This suggested that the variability was persistent far
Ionger than the DLC calculation implied but that features
were advected vertically such that the individual phase estimates for station pairs were random. We have noted earlier
that near-buoyancy frequency displacements (sometimes as
much as 50-m amplitude from deployed vertical current meters) will cause aliasing and phase randomization. The effect of
simple vertical advection can be partially avoided by comput-

ing the first coherence estimate in (4), as was done for the
PCM data. This method cannot recover coherence Iosses due
to vertical advection out of the sample intervalordifferential
straining of the water column. A procedure was sought to
remove both of these effects from the CTD time series.
Since the potential density UB of a water parcel is conserved
in adiabatic processes, using u6 as the independent vertical
coordinate would remove internal wave displacements and
straining. Information is then lost about the vertical excursions of the parcel, and comparison is difficult with previous
results where pressure was used as the independent variable.
Inslead we reassigned the pressure ofthat parcel by giving it
the pressure at which the series mean u6 equaled the UB of the
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parcel in a manocr similar tothat of Johnson et a/. (1978]. In
addition, a new variable is created, parcel displacement, by
differencing the parcel and mean pressures .

10

When this procedure was done point by point, the resulting

temperature proflies became asymmetric owing to density fine
structure on the scale of the intrusions. So as not to interpret
these as internal wave displacements, a 100-dbar box.car running mean was taken on each instantaneous u 1 profile. More
will be said later about the density fine structure.

10'

.001

.01

0.1

k (cpdbar)
Fig. 10. Spectral dc:composition of U', V' in ( 6). Error bars for 5%
statistical significancc: are calculated assuming each profiletobe independent. Solid and dashed lines denote Pu'u' and P"..,.., respectively.

I

Fig. 1t.

I

The final proflies clearly show that featuresarepersistent for
much Ionger than the above DLC calculations would suggest.
The mean T, S proflies for the series show a little more structure than before, but they are smooth enough to conflrm that
the two inertial period series are long enough to resolve the
Iongest coherent time scale in the series. Proceeding as before,
we removed the mean proflies from the individual series and
computed the average DLC. This time the result (Figure 14,
left) shows that the most energetic intrusions were persistent
for over 5 hours. There is no significant coherence at 7 hours as
before. Upon careful examination of the raw proflies again it
was noticed that the dominant temperature features were
being advected vertically by an amount comparable to half
their vertical wavelength and at a period of 12-14 hours. This
could explain high coherences and phases near 180° at periods
near 7 hours.
Remarkably, the features in band 2, 550-850 dbar are persistent for over 12 hours. More important1y, the phase estimates show a steady deepening of the features over the course
of the experiment with the exception of the short 1-hour lag
value. Since the vertical coordinate is now in effect potential
density, the nonzero phases imply that features cross density
surfaces. Rather than attributing this to sOme local nonisentropic process, we interpret it as advection of sloping features past the measurement point.

I.
-180

I

I

DLRC results for clockwise (plus) and anticlockwise (minus) velocity fluctuations. Phase estimates are 5%
significance intervals. Band I spans wavelengths 128-256 dbar, while band 2 covers 32-82 dbar.
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TABLE 2.

Elapsed Time Between CTD Profiles

DISClJSSIOX

In comparing the temperature/salinity spectra from the two

Timet - t0 , hours

Profile

Ievels 250-550 and 550-850 we found (Figure 13) that the

initial CUT time t 0 ; March 8, 1976, 2022
3.62

7
8
9
10
II
12

2.00
2.35
2.47

2.98

13

2.42

14
15
16
17
18

2.52
2.17
2.02

2.18
2.38
2.20
0.45
0.38
0.34
0.35

19-1

19-2
19-3
19-4

19-5

shallower interval was more energetic. This can be explained
by the change of lateral water mass structure with depth. In
Figure 5 the spreading ofthe T/S families is greater for waters
fresher than 34.20'}00 than for the saltier, deeper waters. In
other words, an a given potential density surface, T/S changes
are !arger for the 250- to 550-dbar interval (which is fresher
than 34.20o/oo). The relationship between vertical interleaving
and lateral (or isopycnal) water mass variability suggests two
different kinematic models for the energetic scaling of intrusions: internal waves and lateral mixing. We will deal first with
the possibility that internal waves, by laterally displacing water
parcels belanging to different water masses, can cause vertical
interleaving. In frequency-wave number space this can be
stated

-iwt(w, •l + V(w, •l c,f ~
In Figure 15, potential temperature is plotted against
stretched pressure for the last five profiles. Not only is the
visual coherence !arge, but also features can be observed to
move upward from left to right across the figure. Thus during
this period when the cross-frontal flow was most probably
northward (Figure 9), features became lighter, i.e., intrusions
became shallow faster than density surfaces moving in a poleward direction across the front. The DLC's at lags less than 2
hours were made exclusively with these stations and show
positive phase estimates unlike the negative phase estimates at
Ionger tags made from stations taken when the flow was primarily southward. An estimate of the intrusion slopes will be
made in the nex.t section.

TEMPERATURE (•C)
0

I

2

'

4

5

(7)

r

where
is the transform of the Velocity COmponent perpendicuJar to the front and 8y1 is the large-scale cross-frontal
temperature gradient. The internal wave temperature signal f
is then directly proportional to 8y1:

t

~ {V/iw)

a,t,; (V/if) a,t

(8)

where f = 2rr 1- 1 is the inertial frequency. lf fand V are
related as above, this demands that (I) their vertical spectra
are similarly related and (2) they are 900 out of phase. Estimating 8yfis difficult, since this represents the horizontal temperature gradient in the absence of intrusions/internal waves. By
averaging a number of values from the synoptic picture in
Figure 7 we get

SALINITY (•t-l
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Fig. 12.

Time mean (solid curve) proflies or T, S, and N versus pressure ror CTD time series. Dashed curves for an
individual profile (CTD Station B) are shown ror comparison.
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Fig. 13. Ensemble-averaged spectra of (a) temperature and (b) salinity for ftuctuations in pressure ranges 250-550 dbar
(solid line) and 550-850 dbar (dashed line). Significance intervals of 5% (95% confidence) are calculated assuming
independent profiles.

hence providing possible sites for mechanical mixing due to
shear instability. Our data must underestimate the actual Situwith
ation in situ because of the restricted instrumental capahililies
(Pm 1n = 8 dbar). The greater scatter of points in Figure 16b
f ~ 1.2 x
s-•
may be indicative of synoptic errars between N and S rather
and we predict, using the inequality in (8), that
than more vigoraus mechanical mixing.
1 2
1
Another strong candidate for vertical exchanges within the
6
1
PTT "' ~ 8 X I0- (°C/cm s· ) Pvv:"
(10)
polar front is double diiTusion due to differing molecular heat
Therefore the temperature spectrum should have an upper and salt diiTusivities.
baund given by lQ- 6 times the velacity spectrum. Camparisan
Because of the !arge inversions of temperature and salinity
af Pvv in Figure 10 with Prr in Figure 13 shows that Prr is taa this process cauld be more effective in fronts than shear insta!arge by a factor of at least 102 • (A similar finding was reached bility of internal waves. lnterleaving enhances lateral mixing
in a slightly different way and with other data by Georgi for either mechanism, as was pointed out in a model of lateral
[ 1978].) 1t was mentioned that the PCM also measured tem- water mass exchange by Joyce [1977].
perature; an examinatian of the cross spectrum fvr showed
The model states that in order to maintain a statistically
that Cvr. Qvr were of cornparable size and that the coherence steady state of interleaving temperature and salinity fields in
between thc two was not statistically significant. Thus we rule the presence of small-scale dissipation, fluxes of heat and salt
out internal waves as the primary source of the interleaving, must be supplied. The interleaving scale acts as an interthough they rnay (and do) play some roJe in the polar front mediary in this process, enhancing the lateral exchange by
affering a !arge surface area of contact between the differing
data.
One such roJe is the production ofturbulent kinetic energy, water masses. The fact that interleaving also provides vertical
necessary for mixing processes in the interleaving range. An inversions in the instantaneous T/S proflies permits smallimportant parameter in this regard is the instantaneous gradi- scale vertical transfers by double-diffusive mechanisms. This
ent Richardsan number, Ri. In Figure 16a a scatter plot of added bonus will enhance the lateral exchange. lf the srnallvector shear of the individual PCM drops for pressure values scale vertical mixing of T/S can be characterized by efTective
greater than 250 dbar against the corresponding averaged diffusivities A~rv I A~/. then the lateral fl uxes of ternperature
buoyancy -from the CTD time series is presented. Because of and salinity across the front can be written following Joyce
the time lag of approximately 30 min between the CTD and [1977]:
the PCM cast, we have preferred the ensemble-averaged N
data, calculated from the surrounding current observation
2
Fr = temperature flux = Ärv(a,f) /(0yt)
Ievels ±3 dbar. The stretched cloud is bounded on the N axis
by 0.83 and 1.41 cph, values which coincide with Figure l2c.
F,, ~ salinity flux ~ l,V(a,S)'!\ciyS)
(II)
Though the bulk of points seerns to demoostrate stabitity, it
FP = buoyancy flux = -apoFr + ßpoFs
was found that 15% lie below Ri ~ I and 5% below Ri ~ 0.25,
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significance Ievei (dashed line).

In ( II) the tilde and the overbar refer to averages over the
interleaving (medium) and large-scale fields, respectively, Arv,
A-sv are the small-scale diffusivities acting on the intrusions, y
is a direction normal to the front, and a, ß are the coefficients
of volume expansion for heat and sah, respectively. Since the
amplitude of the intruding salinity S can determine if in the
!arge scale salinity increases with depth or if inversions can
occur (see Figure 12), it is conceivable that A~rv and ÄsT are
complicated functions of the !arger scales. However, we will
take them to be constants. We will also associate the !arge·
scale average (overbar) with the ensemble average (angle
brackets) in order to perform the calculations of (II ). This
means physically that the intrusion scales will be defined by the
difference between an instantaneous and ensemble mean prO·
file. Recall that this decomposition produced the spectra of
Figure 13.
The temperature, salinity, and buoyancy fluxes can now be
rewritten

F,
F,

= -U':i) ~ A/((a.:{)')!a,S

( 12)

= -(Jlp) ~ poßF,[I- (Arv/A,v)
· (ß ay:i/a a yf)(a/ß)'(( a, T)~/(( a ,S)~]

In the previous section we noted that the temperature and
salinity spectra were both red but not equally so. It can be seen
above that this will be important in the calculation of FP. The
temperature and salinity gradient spectra for the 250· to
550·dbar interval appear in Figure 17 together with the coher·
ence, phase, and the mixing ratio

(a/ß)·(Pr,r/ P,,,.)"'

(13)

At wave nurnbers above I cycle/dbar the T/S variability is
correlated because the salinities are contarninated by thermal
noise, as is discussed in rnore detail by Joyce [1976bJ. The
natural variability in ternperature is suchthat the noise Ievel is
not reached until the Nyquist wave number, 5 cycles/dbar.
Thus temperature gradient spectra rnay be used nearly to the
Nyquist scale, whereas salinity gradients are unreliable beyend
0.5 cycle/dbar. Long before this Iimit is reached, however,
Ps.s. can be seen to be ftatter than Pr,T,· The mixing ratio
defined above shows this more clearly, tending downward below unity at wave numbers as !arge as 0.05 cycle/dbar. It was
noted that previous workers [Gordon et al., 1977] bad reported
intrusions to be 'density compensating.' This would mean a
mixing ratio of I in spectral terms. We see from the figure that
at the Jargest scales, which contain most of the T/S variance,
this is true. As lateral exchanges depend upon vertical gradients
of T/S, one can see that the smaller scales play a crucial roJe.
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Profiles of potential temperature versus stretched pressure

for CTD station 19, lowerings 1-5. Timeseparation between Stations
(about 20 min) is given in Table 2. Successive proflies after station 19-1
are offset 0.5"C.

The temperature gradient spectrum in Figure 17 shows a
peak at the dominant interleaving scale ofO.OI (dbart• and a
slope change at 0.3 ( dbar 1, We suggest that beyond this wave
number, vertical mixing is dominating Pr,T, and we are beginning to see, but not resolve, a different physical process. Using
3 dbar as the smallest wavelength ofinterleaving, ATv = Asv ~
I cm 2 s- 1, and Oyt = 0.33 X JQ-• °C m- 1, we estimate

>-

FH

These estimates are crude insofar as the small-scale mixing
efficiency is unknown. A value of I cm 2 s- 1 was chosen for the
small-scale heat and salt diffusivity. Garrett [1977] has recently
reviewed mixing in the ocean interior and pointsout that not
enough is known about the energetics of eilher internal waves
or double diffusion to be able to estimate their effect upon
!arger scales in terms of vertical diffusivities. Our value represents a harmonic mean between low centrat gyre values and
high values from salt fingering regimes. One might ask whether
the PCM could have directly measured the heat flux (-iJf}
with the diffusivities then deduced from the model. Using the
observed temperature and velocity variability and the above
heat flux, we predict a correlation coefficient of 0.08, weil
below our significance Ievel for the PCM cross-spectral coherence. Thus the direct method cannot be used with the present
data.
The above heat flux estimate is comparable to the estimates
of Bryden [1978], who used lang time series ofmoored current
meter data from the polarfrontat depths below 1000 dbar. At
these !arge depths, however, interleaving is insignificant, and
therefore Bryden's fluxes cannot be largely attributable to the
process we are discussing. Because ofthe tight T/S relation the
deeper moared current meter results could be translated into
buoyancy fluxes and were consistent with available potential
energy release or down-gradient flux of buoyancy. We will
now show that based on our modeland the combined temperature and salinity fluxes, the flux of buoyancy is up gradient!
From Figure 7 it can be seen that the horizontal salinity
gradient in the upper 500 m is small and difficult to estimate.
Given the horizontal temperature and density gradients, a less
noisy estimate of aß can be made. lnstead, we will orient our
coordinate system along density surfaces so that y, z now are
along and normal to this new coordinate system.
For

oyt ~ 0.25
a

= -(iJf) ~ 0.065 "Ccm ,-•
=2X

to~

~

X 10-• "C m-•

95 X 10-• ("C)-']

ß ~ 772 X 10-• {o/oo)-'

This corresponds to a horizontal heat diffusivity of
ArH
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we get

cm 2 s- 1

OyS = 0.31 X J0- 5
(as opposed to the heat ftux along a density surface ca\culated
below).

~

0

m- 1

F, ~ p,ßF,[I - 0.015 ({8,1)')/((a,$)')]
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Scatter plot of shear [log 10(u/ + v/) 1 ' 2 ] versus mean (log 10 ,'V) buoyancy freyuency at the same pressure for PCM
data in the time series. Lines of constant Richardson number Ri appear as straight lines.
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Fig. 17.

Ensemb]e.averagcd gradient spectra for 250- to 550-pres-

sure interval. Shown are spectra of temperature gradicnt, salinity
gradient, cohcrcnce, phase, and mixing ratio. The last quantity from
(13) is plottcd with error bounds.

The ratio l(o,f)'i/((8,5)'1 can be bounded below and above
by regression parameters which assume all noise to be in
tempcrature or salinity, respectively. We obtain
~

F,

p,ßF,{0.38, 0.59, 0.72)

Even thc largest estimate of the above ratio is not sullicient to
change the sign of FP, which is in the same direction as Fs.
Using ( 12) suitably rotated we obtain the following positive
poleward tluxes:

Fr

=

Fs

= 0.069

FP

coordinate system for looking at mixing which conserved potential density. From application ofthe model it would appear
that mixing does not conserve potential density and that interleaving tends to enhance the existing horizontal density gradient.
The above analysis is highly model dependent and treats
only the consequences and not the dynamics of interleaving; it
is therefore öpen to criticism. The smallest scale of interleaving
is tenuous as are the magnitudes and in fact the correctness of
the constant vertical heat and salt diffusivities. As noted by
Joyce [1977] a rangein the latter from 0.5 to 5 cm 2 s-• gave a
comparable order of magnitude spread in all subsequent results, independent of noise considerations. Two additional
factors, however, support our model results.
The flrst of thesewas mentioned in the last section: namely,
intrusions do not conserve potential density as they 'move'
across the front. This motion is most probably small, being
masked by the AACC and internal waves. That it exists is
inferred from the fact that intruding features can be traced
across the front some few kilometers. the cold (warm) layers
appearing to get denser (lighter) as they move equatorward
(poleward).
Although no direct measurcments were made of thc slope of
small intrusions relative to large-scale density surfaces, slopes
can be computed from the time series by using the combined
CTD and PCM data. The depth-averaged, time-dependent,
cross-frontal velocity f'(l) was used to obtain an estimate of
the relative displacement undergone by the water between
CTD casts. Foreach pair of CTD tcmperature anomaly proflies (versus stretched pressure) the phase angle between the
profiles was plotted, for each of thc first two wave nurnbcr
bands, against cross-frontal displacement. In Figure 18 we
show the results for the two bands tagether with regression
lines where the independent variable is displacement (solid
line) and phase (dashed line). The PCM measurements endcd
before the rapidly sampled CTD scrics (stations 19-1 to 19-5)
so thc relative displacements for CTD pairs using these stations are obtained by linear extrapoiJtion. Extrapolated data
appear as open symbols in the flgure and were not used to
obtain the regression lines. Note also that the 360° phase
uncertainty has bcen used in some cases to shift data when it
appeared reasonable to do so in order to get a consistent
picture.
The results of Figure 18 strongly support the conclusion that
intrusions slope relative to density surfaces. The slope m can
be exprcssed in terms of the vertical wave number K and the
Standarddeviation of the phase u.p and the displacement uy by

0.086

°C cm

s~ 1

This estimate can be bounded above and bclow with the slopcs
for the two regrcssion lines. Using a vcrtical wavelength of 100
m and 75 m for bands I and 2, respcctively, we obtain
Band I

m

'Yoo cm s- 1

= 2 X w-e g cm- 2 s- 1

Band 2

m
where we have used the most conservative estimate for the
buoyancy tlux. Obviously, some assumption is wrong if we get
a buoyancy flux along density surfaccs. This coordinatc systcm
was chosen because (I) it permitted more reliable estimates of
horizontal salinity gradients and (2) it seemed the proper

-0.012, -0.028, -0.062

~

-0.020, -0.024, -0.029

These slopes are 3-4 times the slope of the density surfaces
(second section) and are in the sense of cold (warm) intrusions
deepening (shallowing) across density surfaces to the north
(south).
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Fig. 18a. Scatter plot of cross-frontal displacement between pairs of CTD casts against phase angle betwccn the
potential temperature anomaly fcatures of those stations in iscntropic coordinates for band I (300-100 dbar). Data from
thc shallowcr prcssure interval (250-550 dbar) are denotcd by circ\cs. whi!c squares m<~rk the decpcr range (550-850 dbar).
Linearregression lines for thc distribution (see tc:-;t) are shown.

lf doub\e-diffusive processes are active in the polar front,
salt fingering is occurring below warm, salty intrusions and
over stable convection above. Laboratory studies by Turner
[see Turner, 1973] showed that sa\t fmgers can remove buoyancy more etTectively than their convective counterparts. Thus
warm salty layers will get fresher, and cold fresh ones will
becorne more salty and sink. Nonrotating Iabaratory experirnents by Turner [1978] have confirmed this. Furthermore, the

initial density gradientwill be enhanced by the convection and
reduced by the fingering. giving a signature of high stability
above warm salty layers and low stability below. In the interleaving region between 200 and 700 dbar (Figure 12) the mean
temperature gradient is about 0.001 °C m- 1• For one of the
CTD profi\es in this region (station 19-4) we have looked at
the stability (computing buoyancy frequency with data decimated at 2-dbar increments) when the temperature gradicnt
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magnitude exceeded the mean by a factor of about 9. Aware
that lag correction difficulties are never completely absent, we
have examined up traces as weil as down traces, since salinity
gradients (with respect to time) are of opposite signs and

should not bias our results. The buoyancy frequency (Figure
19) is !arger abovewarrn layers (negative 0 2 T) than below. The
result is marginal passing at only the 20% significance Ievel.
In a theoretical study of double-diffusive effects an lateral
mixing of water masses, Stern [1967] predicted many of the
results we are now finding. The lateral water mass structure
can become unstable, producing intrusions which sink (if cold
and fresh) and rise (if warm and salty) across the front. This
motion enhances any initial horizontal density gradients and
further drives the intrusions. Stern's model required the fz >
0, Sz > 0 everywhere, notjust near intrusions, and is therefore
not applicable to the polar front. We feel, however, that much
of the physics that bis model contains is relevant to the dynamics of the polar front.
The intrusions that we observe have the following characteristics:
I. Interleaving intensity is related to lateral water mass
gradients (either horizontal or along a density surface).
2. The dominant vertical scale is 50-100m.
3. The dominant lang-front scale is 6-12 km.
4. Cold (warm) layers get denser (lighter) toward the equator (pole).
5. The slope of intrusions relative to density surfaces is
roughly 2-4 X w-•.
6. Intrusionsare not due to internal waves.

The flux of heat and salt due to interleaving supports a
possible mechanism of AAIW formation or modification first
noted by Gordon et al. [1977). The water mass AAIW found at
depths 600-1000 m north of the subantarctic front and at
shallower depths south of this front as a 'nearly isohaline
layer' may be created or modifi.ed by diffusive fluxes due to
interleaving with no net volume transport away from the polar
regions. The effectiveness of interleaving in this context is
difficult to judge in view of our Iack of information about
AAI\V formation rates. Based upon our limited data, however, it would seem that interleaving in the polar front plays an
important role in the thermodynamic balances of the Southern
Ocean. If one takes a 500-m deep region at the polar front and
extends it araund Antarctica a distance of 2 X 107 rn tagether
with our estimates of heat/salt transport, one obtains integrated fluxes of7 X 109 g/s and 8.6 X 10 12 cal/s, both fluxes
being poleward. Gordon and Tayfor's [1975] estimates of freshwater input south of the polar front due to excess of precipitation over evaporation and antarctic runofT are -10.9 X 109
g/s. They also estimate an annual heat lass to the atmosphere
of -9.6 X 1013 cal/s. Though the fluxes of salt across the front
can nearly balance surface inputs, only about 10% of surface
heat lass can be restered by intrusive ftuxes across the polar
front. The remainder must come from other processes, such as
ring formation, possibly baroclinic instability (as suggested by
Bryden), and by antarctic bottarn \\ater formation. We are
aware that our own estimates are uncertain owing to a Iack of
knowledge about small-scale di!fusivities; we also note that the
extension of our Drake Passage results to annual means for the
whole Southern Ocean may be dangeraus at best.
SUMMARY

To summarize our findings on the high resolution study of
the Antarctic Polar Front, we will Iist items under several
categories.
Spatia/ surr:ey. Our close-spaced CTD survey was imbedded within one of the high-velocity cores of the AACC in
the Drake Passage. The structure ofthc front could be mapped
down to vertical scales of 50- to 100-m water rnass intrusions.
The use of a continuous oxygen probe permitted sections T, S,
u1, and 0 2 tobe drawn. Mapping of intrusionswas easier in
the down-stream than the cross-stream direction.
Time series. A two-inertial-period time series with 12 profi.ling current meter stations and 17 CTD stations showed the
ensemble-averaged fields to be vertica!ly smooth, the front
orientation as determined from horizontal currents agreeing
within !9° with that obtained from XBT and CTD data. Mean
vertical shears were comparable to those expected geostrophically from the cross-frontal slope of the density field.
The velocity variability, dominantly due to internal-inertial
gravity waves, was decomposed spectrally in the vertical and
found to be horizontally isotropic and vertically symmetric.
The observed velocities were insu1llcient to account for the
measured temperature variability, thus ruling out internal
waves as the source of interleaving. Following constant potential density surfaces the energy containing scales for intrusions
(50-100m) persisted over several hours consistent with at least
5-10 km along-current extent. These !arger intrusions were
density compensating. On scales as !arge as 20m and less this
was no Ionger the case, and excess salinity variability was
present. This bad implications for the lateral water mass exchange model of Joyce [1977]. Applying this model to the
data, cross-frontal heat and salt fluxes were estimated which
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fluctuations. 1t would be satisfying to see similar findings from
other frontal zones.
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As part of our three-dimensional survey of the Antarctic
Polar Front, supplementary discrete observations of nutrients
and disso\ved oxygen were simultaneously made in conjunction with CTD casts. Details of the autoanalyzer system
used have been described by Dahm in the work of Joyce et a/.
[1976]. Problems occurred with the silicate analysis,\eading to
doubtful data which have been omitted in our presentation
(Figure A2. second panel). lt is feit that the precision of the
chemical data throughout is better than 1%, probably nearer

I

P01.
at/1
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Fig. AI. Cross-frontal near-surface distribution of (a) temperature, (b) salinity, (c) dissolved oxygen, (d) silicate, (e} nitrate, and {[)
phosphate. The surface expression of the polar front was encountered
near station 27, '"'here horizontal gradients became most eminent.
Data were sampled by a CTD rosette, the uppermost bottle of which
was released at pressure values shown in the last panel of the figure.

were cornparable to those required for Southern Ocean wide
salt and to a lesser ex.tent, heat balances.
Double diffusion. Three nearly independent measurements
suggest that double diffusion may be important for frontal
dynamics. First, the lateral exchange model gives buoyancy
fluxes which are up gradient, trying to enhance an ex.isting
density slope while at the sametime running down horizontal
temperature and salinity gradients. Second, cold (warm) intrusions were observed to deepen (become shallow) at a faster
rate than potential density surfaces consistent with the idea
that cold fresh (warm salty) intrusions get denser (lighter} as
they 'move' across a water mass boundary. Finally, static
stability was marginally greater above warm salty intrusions
than below, where salt fingering would be possible. These three
pieces of circumstantial evidence taken separately could be
dismissed by a nurnber of arguments. Taken together, however, they suggest that double-diffusive effects are irnportant in
oceanic thermohaline fronts.
Reproducibility. In many respects the techniques employed
in this work are new to the problern of the structure and
dynamics ofthe polar front. We take this opportunity to invite
scientists with better instrumentation to consider with a critical eye some of our above results for the Antarctic Polar
Front, especially those which are sensitive to proper and improper measurement of small-scale, small-amplitude salinity

In Figure AI we present a collection of shallow samples
from the cross-frontal section (stations 25-35}. They have been
taken from the uppermost rosette bottles. The depth from
which these 'surface' probes originale differs between 18 and
35m, shown in Figure Al, seventh panel, as pressure readings.
In the second section we found that the subsurface temperature field was highly convoluted with no single adjacent pair
of stations that could be said to span the front. The surface
expression, however, is most dramatic between CTD stations
26 and 28 with notable changes in all but one of the measured
variables; poleward drops of temperature (~T = -0.72°C)
and salinity (.lS = -0.12':tio); and increases of dissolved ox.ygen (.iO, = 0.23 ml/1), silicate (.iSiO, = 1.2 ~g atom/1), and
nilrate (t.NO, = I .3 ~g atom/1). All ofthe above occurred in a
horizontal distance of 7 km. Since the near-surface bottle data
from station 27 was unavailable, the actual gradients across
the front may have been greater. No significant gradient in
phosphate is obvious from Figure AI, sixth panel.
The oxygen increase can be explained by the 0 2 saturation
across the front: stations 28 and 26 both show a 99% Saturation value for oxygen. The jump in silicate is correlated with
the surfacing of the 4°C isotherm, one of several such occurrences on the cruise as was noted by Dahm in the work of
Joyce et al. [1976]. Figure Al, fourth panel, further confirms
the usefulness of silicate as a 'year-round' parameter for the
definition of the surface expression of the polar front. Its
relative increase across the front was 46%, unaffected by seasonal masking etTects found often in surface temperature and
salinity data from this region.
Finally, it might be of interest to mention that the continuous air temperature record (not shown here) from the observation deck of the ship indicated a drop of fj. Tu. = - 3°C, which
can be correlated, if already known, with the front passage
between stations 28 and 26.
Last, we discuss the combined 0 2 , Si, N0 3 , and P04 sections
from our small-scale investigation. They were obtained during
the up traces of the CTD casts that yielded the down-trace
data in Figure 7. A comparison between oxygen sections prepared from continuous proflies in Figure 1d and from discrete
samples in Figure A2, first panel, both obtained in the same
environment at nearly the same time, demonstrates typical
aliasing elfects and gives us a subjective measure for reliability
offiner features in the nutrient parameters, which could not be
sampled continuously. A good example for a possible misleading interpretation is the disconnected 4.25-ml/1 line in
1000-m depth al slation 28 in Figure A2, firsl panel. Comparing this figure with Figure 1d we realize that we missed the
continuation of the 0 2 minimum layer across station 28. The
data in Figure A2, fourth panel, are simply undersampled.
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Fig. A2. Front parallel (Jeft) and front normal (right side) sections through the southern extent of the Antarctic Pola1
Front z.one. U nder our convention the front was situated between stations 26 and 28. Data were obtained by di.screte bottle
samples tripped on up-trace CTD casts (shown in Figure 7; down traces contoured in). Depth of samples are Iabeted by
cirdes and extreme values by crosses. Note the different slope of0 2 and N0 3 /PO. isolines (first, third. and fourth panels).
0~. N0 3, and P0 4 show pronounced ex.trema, although 0 2 and N0 3/P0 4 in different depths: the Si0 4 (second panel)
distribution increases at all depths.

Observed extreme values in Figure A2 have been labeled by
crosses. They appear in all but one station roughly below I JOQ.
m depth. Silicate (second panel) data show no intermediate
extrema, although the vertical Si gradient decreases with in·
creasing depth. The depletion of dissolved oxygen (first panel)
coincides with ex.cess content of nitrate (third panel) and phosphate. In general, these findings are representative for antarc·
tic regions. They reflect decomposition of biological substances in the intermediate, upper circumpolar deep water.
While nitrate and phosphate concentrations, in approximately

equal ratios, mainly increase because of slowly sinking soft
parts of the organisms, silicate is freed by heavy, rapidly
sinking skeletal structures for which the duration time in intermediate depths is too short to build up a silicate max.imum
[Sverdrnp et a/., 1942, p. 237].
Of further interest is the deviation of the 02mln and the

NO,.,.IPO, ... layers in depth. All available samples from
Stations 25-39 have been interpolated parabolically in the
depth range of the extrema. Estimates of the depths obtained
in this way were ensemble averaged across the section. The
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calculated depth of the Ü:z minimumwas found at 1360 m and
that of the NO, and PO, maxima at 1120 m. Consequent1y, the
average Ü 2mln layer is 240 m below the nutrient maximum.
In this appendix we could only discuss a subgroup of available chemical data from the polar front zone obtained during
our lsos contribution. Optical measurements made during the
cross-frontal section have been presented separately by Kul/enberg {1978]. Moreevaluation of the water samples is reserved
for future analysis.
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